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THECHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. We now hve before us paragraph 2

of Article 29.

MR.SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Might a say one word before we lave paragraph

1? You will remember that last night I said I was taken nather by sur-

prise by the great width of the opportunities for action which this para-

grah affords, but I did not press my point. Before we pass on to para-

graph 2, I should like to say that there are, scattered up and down

throughout this Charter, a number of escape clauses and waivers. The

United Kingdom Delegation would like to look at the general picture as

a whole. It is my suggestion that we should consider as it were all the

waivers and escape clauses and tpy to form a general estimate of there

before we pronounce finally upon particular ones. It seems to us that

the question of escape clauses and waivers is one that needslooking

at as a general picture.

THECHAIRMAN: That will be quite nature; other Committees have done

some of the work, so we shall have to have the wholepictures That is

one of the reasons why we should also have a Drafting Committee again

in New. York, to get it tuned up.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): The Canadian Delegation has been driven to pretty

.n.ch the same point of view as that expressed by Mr. Shackle. We are

getting se many escape clauses in that it may be Well to list them ahd

look at there. It has almost reached the point when we may have a

chapter on escape clauses.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would it not be wise to draw the attention of Mr.

Wyndham White to this, and ask him whether it would be possible to get

a list of these escape clauses as they come out of the work of the other

Committees?
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MR.MOKINNON (Canada): That might be a practical suggestion; it would let us

look at all the escapeclauses and see them not only in relation to one-

anothor but also in relation to the whole Charter.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I will ask the Secretary to convey this message to Mr,

Wynham Now we have before us paragraph 2 of Article 29.

Paragraph 1 we decided yesterday, should be recast by the, Rapporteur

and we shall receive it at the beginning of next week. We have yet to

look into that in conjunction with the proposals of the Cuban Delegation

as set out in the paper mentioned yesterday.

MR.ALAMILLA(Cuba): As I said before, this is not a controversial matter,

ït is a matter of procedure that proper defence should be given to all the

parties concerned. It is a matter therefore in which everybody should be

interested to see that everyone is duly protected. I suggest that to the

Rapporteur, in order that he will take it into consideration along with the

other suggestions of procedure included, in both those paragraphs and

bring out a text on which we could discuss the matter in more detail.

Ithink that would be better than including here something which someone

might oppose. We deel that it is necessary to nover the situation a

little more completelyin regard to the nation supposed to be causing the

damage to the other, The second nation is fully protected, but we fuel that

the nation supposed to be causing the damage should also be protected by

having the right to bring the matter before the Organisation. We do not

consider it is a controversial matter, but a fatter of procedure, and I

do not think wo should waste our time here discussing it before the

Rapporteur has had time to look at it.

THE CHAIRMAN: To clarify the question for the Rapporteur, there are a few

things that the Rapporteur has still do deal with in regad to the propceals

of the Delègation of Cuba, one is the question of su labour standards. That

we have left to the other Committee.The present point is this: as "a" is

drafted injured parties have the right to disouss what action they will take

A.3
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but the accused has no proper means of defence. I think that is the

point to be looked into by the Rapporiteur. I think he should see whether

Artciles29 and 30 should be redrafted accordingly.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba) Exactly.
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MR ADARKAR (India): Mr Chairman, under the procedure described hero a member

has to give prior notice and to have prior consideration with the other

members affected by the proposed action before taking the action. A point

was raised in the full Committee, which the Indian delegation supported, that

any action of this sort to be effective must be taken quickly, if the

threatened injury to the domestic interests is to be avoided. From that point

of view would it not be butter if we so re-wrote the section as to require the

member concerned to inform the Organisation and to startthis process of

consultation after taking the action which is needed if the circumstances

are so urgent as to make that course necessary?

THE CHAIRMIN: This point was indeed discussed there, and I think the suggestion
was made as to whether wu should not include in the draft something that would

require prior notice to be given as carly as practicable, or something like

that, and then lock into it and see whether in certain circumstances only

notice after a measure had been taken should be needed. I think they wore

the twe points that were left open there. As far as my recollection goes,

as I mentionedyesterday, mention was made there also of Article 53, paragraph

4, which provides as follows; "To consult with Members regarding disputes

growing out of the provisions of this Charter and toprovide a mechanism for

the settlement of such disputes." The same thing was agian mentioned in

connection with paragraph 2 of Article 55, which speaks about "waiving, in

exceptional circumstances, obligations of Members undertaken pursuant to

Chapter IV of this Charter." We further have paragraph 7 of the same

Article, where it is said that "The Conference shall establish procedures

for making the determinations and reeommendations provided for in paragraph3(c)
of Article 20; paragraph 2 of Article 29; and Article 30."' These are all

procedures envisaged to see that wo have a proper system to work thisclause

and to protect members against unilateral action of a harmful, nature unless it

is really warranted. Se that when we look into this paragraph we have to keep

these other. Articles also in mind.

MR LECUYER (Framce)(Interpretation): It is quite correct to have those Articles

in mind, Mr Chairman, as you have said. I should like to point out that those

Articles, 50, 55, and so on, are being discussed by Committee V., and the French
5.
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delegation in particular intonds to present some amendments tobe discussed;

therefere I think that we cannot know befpre some days the position taken by

Committee V. in connection woth those articles dealing with the modification

of the charter, and so on. we shold discuss these questions wothout being

too much concerned with tho discussion in Committee V., and then, when we know

the decisions taken in Committee V., we can adjust our own decisions then.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is not this the case? This is the main Article, laying down a

certain aotion that we should take; and then the other parts of the charter at

which Committee V. is looking should then provide for the mechanism arising
out of thisprinciple; so I think therefore we should start to discuss this,

otherwise Committee V. will not be able to go on with it.

MR HAWKINS (USA): I do notthink there is any great difference of view here

in reality. The Article as drafted provides for the fact that before action

is taken notice shall be given as far in advance as may be practicable. That

brakes it somewhat loose. In essence, what tho Article provides is that there

ought to be advance notice and as long advance notice as a country can give

in all the circumstances. It seems to me it is a desirable principle to

retain.

MR ADAKAR (India) : Mr Chairman, it is not merely the prior notice that is
involved. here but also the consultation that members affect in respect of the

proposed action; so the procedure laid down is that the member, as soon as he

decides upon a particular course of action which is nocessary to prevent-

ïnjury to the domestic industry, gives notice to the Organisation as early

as practicable and then starts consultation under the auspices of the

Organisation with other exporting countries - with the countries from which

it imports - with regard to the proposed action. The procedure should be a

little more elastic than this if the objective is to be achieved; and I think

the procedure should be that the members should be permitted to take action

Subject to consultation which may take place a little later, and the notice

should be issued at once.

THE CHAIRMAN: May I just any one word here? I think that we should agree about

the principle of the thing that is to be put into Article 29 - that if possible

there should always be prior notiee - because there might be sound reasons for
6.
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saying, "Well this is avery unfortunate affiar that could have been

prevented", or that tho other country could very easily have taken some

action to provent the thing happening again or going on. On the other

hand, I can also see that the thingmay be so serious as to mke it

necessary to take immediate action, but that should be in exceptional

cases, and I think we have to try to find a. formula here, which, while

stating the principle of prior notice as carly as practicable, gives the

right in very exceptional cases, where perhaps there is a glut in the market

or something like that, to take immediate action.
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Mr HAWKINS'(United States): I think I agree with what you just said,

but I would like to point out that this is not quite as impracticable

as it may sound at first reading.An emergency of the sort we speak

of here can be foreseen to some extent, or at least suspected. In

other words you can see a situation developing which may have the

effect contemplated in this Article. Now ifyou consult as fair as

possible in advance you may bring to the notice of other countries

that this situation is developing, and the country concerned may have

to take action. In other words, I think there would be time for

advance consultation. I would also like to point out that this is

inter-Governmental consultation, so it is not going to be public and

it would stimulate the inflow of goods. However, I think the Chairman's

suggestion that there might be provision made for quicker action in

exceptional cases is sound..

Dr COOMBS (Australia): It would then be preceded by the words, "wherever

practicable". It would then read something to this effect:

member shall wherever practicable, give notice in advance to the

organisation and afford the other members having a substantial

interest as exporters of the product concerned an opportunity to

consult". Then should be added these words: "In any circumstances

the members will advise the organisation of action taken and provide

other members an opportunity to consult on that",.

Mr.McKINNON (Canada): Before that is translated, might I suggest it be

slightly amended. "Before any member shall take action pursuant to

paragraph 1 of this Article it shall, unless the circumstances are

exceptional, afford the organisation and other members", and soon, "an

opportunity to consult.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): May I suggest a further change: "Unless the

circumstances makethis impracticable

Mr McKINNON(Canada): Instead of "unless the circumstances are exceptional".

THECHAIRMAN: Perhaps we could meet both delegates on this and say:

"Unless certain circumstances make this impracticable". I have another
8.
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point to make. Paragraph 2 has to be read in conjunction with

paragraph 1, and paragraph 1 says, "any product is being importod".

I just mentioned that because Mr Hawkins said you can see something
developing. It States very expressly there, "is being imported".

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba). I wanted to avoid discussion on procedure, but as

we have gone into it I am going. to speak very clearly about it. We

oppose these unilateral actions, and we consider it to be very

dangerous. Further I am going to explain the way in which we think

this ALrticle should work, and how it could always be foreseen.

Consultation should be undertaken before such unilateral action is

taken, which may have very drastic consequences to the other country.

First of all we have to take into consideration that this only arises

because of developments which affect the obligations incurred under

this Article. One country is said to have committed an error because

he did not foresee all the consequences of his action, If that

country did not foreses the consequences he should see them as soon as

possible, and as soon as he sees them consult the other membersin

order that they may know what he is going to do. In that situation we

think that ho should give notice to the organisation, arid the other

members of the agreement should have a chance to say something about

it. After that I admit that if no agreement can be reached, then

both parties should have the right to refer to the organisation, But

I am willing to allow the party who considers himself in a terrible

danger of being damaged to do what he pleases under his own

responsibility. But I should also give the right to the other member

to bring the matter before the organisation. Therefore, if action is

taken in a just way, then the othe r members have recourse against the

decision and will be able to protect themselves.

THE CHAIRMAN I think that is understood. Thèrefore.I again say that

paragraph 2 is to be read in conjunction with paragraph 1. It says

"unforeseen developments." If you get very good crops you get a glut

in the market. There you would have the possibility of entering into
9.
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an agreement to prevent serious happenings. I have already drawn

attention to the tact that we should look carefully at the words,

"is being imported" in conjunction with paragraph 2. If we have in

paragraph 2 some words like I have suggested here, "unless exceptional

circumstances make this impracticable", I think we have covered it,

especially when our Rapporteur will have seen if he can add something to

this Clause to protect that offending member; give him a chance to

defend himself. In that case I think your point will be met, if not

fully, then at least90 per cent.,

Mr ALAMILLA (Cuba): I believe it is met, except for one specific point,

which is that in exceptional circumstances it seems that you are to

do what you like without consultation and without notification, and

that is what we think is a very dangerous thing to do.
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MR. LECUYER (France) (interpretation) I think all of us whe have experienced
practical commercial difficulties ininternationall trade know that it is

impossible in some casas to subordimate to provious negetiations certain

emergency cases. There are casas in which we are compelled to take

immediate action. For example, we have to do it in cases where we have

an overflow of goods; we have toact immedintely. Therefore it is

impossible in some cases to wait for negotiations under certain measures

are taken.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): Could I make onecomment on what the Cuban

Delegate said? Ife said that a country which invokes this exception

commits an error. I would only like to suggest that there be more errors

of that sort, because what he has done is to reduce the duty to the point

where, in some circumstances, it may get him into difficulties. If

ho has got a way out of these tomporary difficulties he will then be

encouraged to make more errors of the kind suggested.

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): May I put forward an iden which may affect a compromise

of vicies. I think notification should always be given, but in the

matter of the consultation I can see the point raised by the Delegate for

Franco. However, in that case, as we believe the consultations should

always also take effect, we may put a limitto thetime of those consul-

tations. The time could be fairly short, and if the consultations did

not come to anything the member might have the right to do whatever he

pleased. Thus, it is not a question that the consultations may last a

long time, but that there is at least an effort at consultation and a

chance for the other members knowing what the thing is all about and

being able to study the situation. May be that would be a solution to

the problem.

MR. ADARKAR (India): The Cuban Delegatshas suggested that prior notice should..

be given in ovey case. Prior consultation is equally necessary. So far

as the prior notice is concerned, I think the words "as may be practicable"

more or loss cover the point that we have in mind, because that gives
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sufficient freedom to the country. It may be that the notice may not

roach the party concerned before the action is taken; but the country

should make a bona fide attempttoinimate to the Organization and

the parties affected what is its intention as carly as practicable.

That, of course, cannot be questioned.As rogards consultation, our

fear arises from the fact that consultations have not taken place in

time and tho situation may be so ungent as to require immodiate action.

I only wish to add that the danger which the Cuban Delegato approhends,

of mumbers taking advantage of this provision more often than the

circumstances roquire, is not very grant because any member taking such

action will have to consider two sets of circumstances. It will have

to consider the consequence of delayingthat action from the point of

viow of threatoned injury to its domestic industries; and on the other

hand it has to consider the consoquence of taking any procipitato

action on its oxport trade, because if such an action is taken the

othor members maybe free to withdrawfromthe country concerned

certain benefits which they extend to it. Thereforethere is no

danger of tripartite action being,taken by members, go long as the

members know their immediate interests I think the use of this

provision will be kept within limits.

THECHAIRMAN: After all the remarks that have been made - if I see them

clearly - I think the suggestions made here for making this clause

less dangerous, and to prevent real abuse of this clause, are in my

opinion more or less sufficient, oven after the remarks of the Cuban

Delegate. There will be prior consultation unless exceptional

circumstances make it impracticable. I maysay, it will be one case

out of a hundred that may happon in that way. Perhaps it is judged on

a country which is a long way from other countries. However, there

are countries bordering on each other, and therefore the thing may happen

fairly soon. You will have consultations fairly quickly, which may be

necessary because one, two, three or four days may be very important.

We cannot simply take that possibility away from other countries.
12.
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MR. ALAMILLA. (Cuba): I donot want to go on with this discussion. I

suggest wegive all these ideas to our excellent Rapporteur for him to

try to bring, back somothing to cover all these points which have boon

raised here, if that is possible; and if it is not possible to indicate

to us which are the ones that cannot be arranged. Then, when we have

the new draft, we will be able to discuss the problem more intelligently,

which is just a matter of procedure and safeguard for both parties.

I am looking at one party just as muchas the other. That is all wo

ask for.

THE CHAIRMAN I think I ebturely agree with theCuban Delegate,that we

have now, discussed it enough). I think when we see the new draft of the

Rapportour most af our objections will have been settled.

MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Before we Iave the paragraph, if we are

about to leave it, there is one tentative suggestion I would like

to make in relation to the last sentence. I have hoard the foar

expressed that in the ovant of action being taken on the lines canten-

platod hare you may get counter action and retaliation which might,so

to speak, davelop into a campaign of a dangerous nature, which might tond

to disrupt the Organization. With a view to proventing that sort of

train of circustances it has been suggested that there should be a

provision that the counter action taken in a given case should be of;

as near as may be, equivalent value or effect to the action in reprisal

for which it is taken. I believe that is a common doctrine in

international lawi, the so-called doctrine of roprisals: the

action you take as a reprisal must be, as nearly as may be, of equivalent

valua. I am wondering whether there would be any crit in writingsome

such works as these into the last scntence:

"Members adversely affected may,unless the Organization reeommends

otherwise, suspend the application to/trade of the member taking

such action of concessions of as near as may be equivalent value

gantedd under this Charter."

I do not .make that a firm proposition. It is a tentative usggestion which

I throw out for consideration.
.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I think that might be a useful suggestion.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): There is merit in the idea; it gives the

Organisation some sort of guide as to how to act. We have to consider

how to word, it; it should be "some substantial equivalent" or something

of that kind.

THECHAIRMAN: Can we now agree to leave A title 29 to the Rapperteur for

redraft of which are shall get the text next week?

Agreed.

THE CHAIRMAN: Now we come to Article 30.

MR.COOMBS (Australia): Before we pass on to Article 30 I think I should

inform the Committee of developments which have taken place in relation to

the work of Committee 1, which have some bearing upon this sestion.
You will recall that it was suggested in the discussion fo the employment
provisions that there should be undertakings in relation to employmentand

the use of international resources by the member countries, and that there

should also be a provision that, in the event of failure to carry out these

undertakings, resulting in an extensive decline in the effective demand

of those countries for the products of other countries, for a review of the

provisions accpeted in Chapter 4 of the Charter. Committee I has reached

substantial agreement on the provisions relating to employment which they

wish to propose, and while final report is still in process of pre-

paration, there are certain P: whichhave been agreed upon in the

Committee which mke action, possibly In relations to this section, noces-

sary. If I may summarise the main points which will, I understand, be

embodied in the Report of Committee I it will make the point clear. It was

agreed that there was a problem in that countries whose economies were

being subjected, to deflationary pressure as a result of a serious or abrupt

decline in the effective demand of other countries, and it was generally.

E.1
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agreed that there must be some adequate safeguards to meet those con-

tingencies. It was noted that certain safeguards afe ombodied in the

provisions of the Monotary Fund, but it was agreed also that the Articles

of agreement of the International Trade Organisation should, themselves

contain adequate safeguards. The provisions relating Io the use of

quantitative restrictions for the balance of payments would be, of course,

one such safeguard, but it, was considered that the provisions of the Draft

Chartershould be examined carefully te determine whether they are adequate

to deal with the circumstances of a country adversely affected by a decline

of effective deimand elsewhere.

What CommitteeI has done, therefore, is to pass this problem on to

Committee Il, In this connection it was the view of the Australian Dele-

gation, as you will recall, that something which night be called an escape

clause, linking up the employment and other related provisions to the

obligations accepted under Chepter 4 of the Charter, should be included.

While I an not quite sure whether this is the properline to discuss it,

I did want at this stage to let the Committee known because it seems to me

that it is in relation to this section "G" thatconsideration should be

given to the question. We have drafted possible working for such an

additional article to follow Article 29, which we have calledArticle 29A,

and which I will have distributed to Members. has I say I am not sure

whether the Committeewill wish to discuss it now but it mighy be of

amsistance if it is available, and you, Mr. Chairman, could perhaps

decide how you wish the matter to be dealt with.

MR.ALAMILLA. (Cuba): The Cuban Delegation also had been considering this .

effect of the resolutions or conclusions which Committee I might reach on

these matters of employment, and after a lot of discussion among ourselves

in our Delegation we came to the conclusion that the bost place to add it

was net in Article 29, as I suggested previously, but on Article 30. There-

fore we were waiting until Article 30 came before us in order to put our

views to the Committee, We have no objection to discussing them in relation
-15-
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to the project of the Australian Delegation, and then we might decide

whether they should come in Article 29 or Article 30.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): I wonder whether(UnitedStates):Article 55(2)has been con-

sidered in this connection? I should think that Article 55 (2) would

cover ewerything in these exceptions. It would cover other things also,

within tho competence of the Organisation. There is a further question

also, the balance of payments, exceptions, which is still in process. That

would hava a definite relation to this question. There will be some kind

of a lot-out there which seems to me would also cover this case. In other

words, what I do not understand is the need for special exception of this

point, which is certainly covered by Article 55(2) and which very likely

will also be covered by the balance of payments exception when we get it

formulated.

Mr. COOMBS (Australia): Could I make a suggestion? I quite agree with Mr.

Hawkins that the necessity for am article of this sort does turn upon

another of the excape clauses which exist in the document and upon their

adequacy to deal with a situation of this sort. It seems therefore that

the propor way to handle this might be to add this to the list of escape

clauses which the Chairman undertook to have prepared, and we could then

look at there collectively in the light of the various types of situation

which it is expected they may have to deal with. If we could do that we

could leave this now and deal with it when we look at all. the escape

clauses togethor.

I Might mention, as Mr. Hawkins has referred to article 55(2),

that I am not exactly happy to leave this type of situation to be covered

by that Article, although I quite agree it is covered O but so is any other

escape clause already embodied in the document. I prefer however to leave

that for the moment, I would like to mention one point, because I think

it would be worth while of our Rapporteur gave some consideration to it,

I have some doubts as to whether 55(2), which comes in the section dealing
-16-.
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with organisation and is primarily a machinery clasue in the appropriate
place forsubstantiveexcape clauses. I foolmyself that the content of

55(2), sofar as it rotors to an escope, outto be put back in Section G
.

of Chapter 49 and that Article 55(2) shouId refer only to the machineyr
for dealingwith that and perhaps, any other scape clause. I wouldd
prefer to see something added in Section G which provided for this type
of escape in exceptional circumstances, on the decision of the Organisation
and in accordance with criteria and procedures to be approved, and then
to set out in 55(2) a provision as to how these criteria, and procedures
aru to be established. That is purely a dreating point;. it seems to

me to be a bit untidy to have an excape clause tucked away in a section

Which deals with mechanies. I just mention that poing so that the
Rapporteur maygiveit consideration.

On the main issue, if it would be acceptable to you, I would

suggest that this suggested draft might be added to the list of escape
clauses when we come to consider them altogether.

E.4
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MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba); We have no objection to leaving the substantial dis-

cussion of this problem until the time when we discuss the other oscape

clauses, but I think it would be useful for me to give you just a thought

that we had in suggestingthat this clause should be placed in Article 30,

because we think that it will help overybody to get an exact idea of the

problem. As you know, originally we also suggested, as well as the

Australian delegation, that it should come in Article 29, in this Section
G. We still feel it should come in Section G, but our feeling new is that

it would be better to put it in Article 30 than in Article 29, for those

reasons. Article 30, as it is contemplated and drafted now, deals with the

situation of two members having a problem between them, and then bringing

this problem to the Organisation, and the Organisation then looking into the

matter and maybe deciding that the other mumberis ontitled to suspend the

application of any concessions granted to the other. Now, what we are

thinking here is not of the situation between two members but of the

situation between three or more members, that is, the situation of a member

in respect of the/market of a third party. We thought it would be logical

to deal ini Article 30 not only with the situation existing between any

two members but also with the Situation between two members and a third

party, or maybe several members and a third party, and Where the suspension

of concessions given to only one member might not effect a cure of the,

problem in question. Thereforewe were thinking that in this Artilcle

the same procedure should be laid down in that case of more than two

members as in the case of the two members alone; so that when, any, two

mombers are injured by a situation caused by a third member, that case

may be brought to the consideration of the Organisation, and then the

Organisation may take decisions that would be,I will not say binding but

that would be in the form of recommendations not only to the member itself

but also to the other member of the market where the situation is taking

place. I believe that if we word this clause to contemplate both situations

we shall be able to deal with the situation which the Australian delegation

is contemplating here.

18.
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Mr.SHACKLE (U.K.): would just like to say that in such consideration as

the United Kingdom delegation has been able to give to this question we had

provisionally come to feel that Article 30 was the right sort of context in

which to include a provision of this kind, if it is decided to haveone.
It may be worth considering possibly the question whether the matter might be

covered by some expansion or amendmentof the terms of Article 30 as a

possible alternative to a separate Article. I merely throw that suggestion
out for later consideration.

DR COOMBS (Australia): I would notlike to onter into a discussion at this

stage on the appropriate place for the inclusion of this Article or

provision, It does seem to me to be cssontially a drafting matter and

one which we could consider after we had discussed the substancc of it.

Offhand, Ifind it rather hard to see how the thin, would fit in with

Article 30, which took to be rather a means of undertaking to consult

if any member feels that you are cvading an undertaking which you have,

given bythe use of other provisions, that is, if you, are dodging, an

obligation to make a tariff becomeeffective by using exchange regulations,

state trading operations, customs regulations and formalities, sanitary laws,

and soon. Artilcle 30 is for the purpose of pretecting the benefits which

countries believe they ought to obtain from a concession granted to them; and

it does not seem to me an appropriated place, therefore, for theinccrperation

of the type of provision which we have in mind; but I am prepared to leave

that question really to theexaminers as a drafting matter when we have made

a decision on the basic issue as to whether semecthing of this sort needs to

be included.
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Mr MCKINNON(Canada): Various delegates have expressed viewes as to

whether it would be appropriate under Article 29 or under Article 30,

and I am beginning to wonder whether it is appropriate at all under

Chapter IV. It seèms tome that this is a very general and broad

oscape clause and the type of situation to which Dr Coombs refers

might arise, not necessarily out of a violation of a commitment under.

Chapter IV.

Dr COOMBS (Australia): It arises out of a failure to give effect to a

commitment under Chapter I.

Mr McKINNON(Canada): That is the point. In the event that this is

finally adopted it would entail a consequential change of wording in

two places,

Dr COOMBS (Lustralia): It is a matter of complete indifference to us

whether it is in Chapter I or Chapter IV, but Committee I thought

that since the kind of obligations it is sought to waive here are the,

obligations embodied in Chapter IV, it was desirable that Committee Il

should have a look at them. It does seem to me that the question of

the place of the thing is immaterial. The critical thing is that we

should look at this together to see whether something of this sort is

necessary. If it is necessary we can argue with Committee I whether

it stays in Chapter Iv or whether it goes to Article 55(2). I think

it would be best to leave it at that, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: My first reflection would be this, that it cortainly has a

bearing on the problems we are discussing here, and perhaps on Articles

29 and 30. On the other hand, we do not know at this moment the outcome

of the discussions with regard to balance of payments restrictions,

which are also closely connected with, this. Furthermore, we have, as

Dr Coombs rightly pointed out, tolook at this in conjunction with all

the other escape clauses Already in the Charter. There is this third

point. As far as I understand it in Committee V there havebeen some

discussions on Article 55(2), and the idea was put forward whethor we

should not delete the words "Chapter IV of this Charter", so as to make
20.
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this general clause refor to all the chapters of the Charter. I

really do feel that for the time being we should go into whether it is

already covered by the other clauses or not. In that case we must

have a combined meeting with Committee V, after we have had all the

cscape clauses before us. I think that will be the only intelligent

way in which we can deal with this problem. If that is agreeable to

the meeting, then I would suggest that as soon as possible - perhaps

in the middle of next week - a combined-meeting of Committee V and Il

and perhaps even Committee I, which perhaps could be under the

Chairmanship of Dr Coombs, so that we would have all the points

proposed. (Agreed)

We still have Article 30 to look into more closely. I

suggest we now try to reach some conclusions on that Article.

Mr MUKINNON:(Canada): Does your sugested programme envisage looking

at the other escape clauses before we pass this one in the Joint

Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN ; I think it would ccrtainly be useful. May we now turn

to Article 30 ?

Mr HAWKINS (United States): The question here will arise beginning with

the second sentence, the first sentence being only a general obligation

to consult. The delegate of Cuba has raised a point which I think

could be considered now independently of the question just raised by

Dr Coombs, although it night conceivably have a bearing on it. As

the delegate of Cubahas correctly said, this Article is pretty much

narrowed down to questions arising between two parties, a complaint by

one party that another is not carrying out the letter of the Charter -

which lnvolves the question of interpretation - or is not carrying out

its spirit. I should be quitc happy to hear the suggestions of the

Cuban delegate on this subject. I should say in advance that we would

be quite prepared to broaden that Article. I cannot give you the exact

wording, but it could be made to cover any situation. I also suggest

although only tentatively, that it might be made to cover the Charter
21.
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as well as the Chapter which would take into account certain

obligations in othor parts of the Charter. I think that the

delegato of Cuba has given thought to this, and he might be asked

to give us his ideas, that is, if he is now prepared to put forward

any ideas on this.

Mr. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I will not try to give a drafting of my own, but I

will try to make my idea clear. If it is accepted we may pass it

to the Rapporteur to try his hand at it. My idea is just this.

This Article, considers the situation of two members. I believe

that it should be enlarged to consider also tho possibility of a

third party being involvod in the situation, and that recommendations

should not be made to only two parties. The second point is that

wc consider here only the problem that may arise from the operation.

of Chapter IV, and I think it should be enlarged to consider the

situation which may arise on the non-conmpliance of all the

obligations on the whele Charter. Those are the two enlargements

I would suhmit to the Committee. On the third point as to which

obligations are to be freed, I would suggest that in this case we

should trdat them as obligations arising from Chapter IV. That is

the difference I would like to point out, I want to point out also
that should there be cases of non-compliance of the whole of the

Charter, the effect would be to free them of the obligations or the

benefits, given in Chapter IV. I do not know if my idea is clear.

H fois.
22.
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MR. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): whilc this is not to be taken as a serious

proposition, I cannot help remarkingthat effect would be given to

the Cuban Delegate's point, as far as I can see in the English text,
if in the Charter in the first three places where it comes in the

Article you substitute the letter "r" for the letter "p", so that it

would road ."Charter" instoad of "Chapter."

THE CHAIRMAN: That sounds quite simple - so simple that I am a little

bit suspicious.

MR.SHACKLE (United, Kingdom): I do not advocate it seriously.

MR. DARKAR (India): There is refpremce here to the objects of this

Chapter. The objects of the Chapter have net been specifically

stated anywhere clse, and they are only to bo inforred from the

provisions of the Chapter. Therefore from that point of view also the

reference to the objects of the Charter would be more casily understood

than the objects of the Chapter.

THE CHAIRMAN: We are in this difficulty here. We are trying to fit in

undor Section G and under Chaptor IV of the Charter the Wholc a work of

other committees, and the commitments as they have worked them out.

Before taking any provisional decision on that I think we should see

more clearly what is involved in this change. with regard to the work

ot Committee V especially I cannot see us dealingwith it in this way

without having a proper idea of what we are geing to do. I think that

here the opinions of the drafters of the Charter would be very welcome.

MR. HAWKINS (United States): This Article is growing into something a lot

bigger than over intended - which is saying nothing againstit it. The

original antccedent of this Section - and like almost overything clse

in it it has anteccdents in other instruments - was a provision

devoloped in the London Economic Conference to deal with mattors of

protectionism. There thequestion came up whother we should list all

of the things' that a country could net do which might destroy the value

of concessions made. We got such a long list that they finally hit upon

23.
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a clause something, like the ono that is here. wel took it up, starting

with that, but we broadened it. That clause rclated only to matters

which were not in conflict with the agreement but had the effect of

nullifying orimpairing its objects. In this draft that has been

broadened to cover violations of the agreement; and that is where it

has rosted until today's meeting We now have two suggestions to

broadon it vory greatly, making it go far beyond what the draftors

intended. As I say, that doesnot mean it is wrongto broaden it,

but I think we should be aware of just what wo are doing. I think it

would probably be as difficult for many of the members of this committee

as it is for me, ovon although I had given some previous thought to this

point, to reac onclusion on this particular Article with the

proposed amendments today. I think what We should do is to consider

the proposals that have been made, and then examine the other provisions

of the Charter which would be brought in under it by this minute change
suggested by Mr. Shacklc. I do not think we can consider it intelligently
in all its implications unless we all have an opportunity to do that.

MR. LECUYER (Franco) interpretation): I think there is another reason

for hesitating here. The drafters of the Charter - and here Mr.

Hawkins will tell me if I am wrong, but I do not think I am -- have

considered, Chapter IV as a whele, which is connected with tariff negotia-

tions, and this Chapter can probably be put into effect indopendently of

other Sections, as inter-governmental agreements or restrictive business

practices. Therefore, it might be inadvisable to extend this Article to

the whole Charter. If we intond to do that we should place it olsewhere

than in Chapter IV.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Franch Deleate has made a very useful remark here.

I,would not liko to lengthen the discussion at this moment, because we

certainly will not be able to reach a definite conclusion without giving the

Rapportour, in consultation with the drafters of the Charter, some chance

to reflect on it. I suggest he does it in two ways. First, that he trios
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tolimit it onlyto ChapterIVto see how it should read after all our

discussions. Secondly, he should try his hand at the, broader

formula, which may then have to bo placed somewhere clse in the

Charter, and will certainly be a matter for discussion with Committee V.

As we have only 15 minutes loft I suggest we restrict the discussion to

Article 30 on the suppesition that it Would only apply to Chapter IV,

and to any points that are not clear or any additions that should be made.

MR. ALANILLA (Cuba): In that caso, I suggest we take the second part of

my proposition, where not only the cases of the members but the cases

of two members with a third or more mombers may arise. I want to

safeguard our position, if it is not covered here,to tryto put in

some other clause when the thing comes up to see how thissome procedure
of the two or more members can be applied also to some casos that mayariso

from non-compliance ofthe Charter by these whe arcnot in in this

Charter.
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MR.HAWKINS (United States): I. do not see the principle of the Delegate of

Cuba has said. It is rather tricky drafting; I wonder if the Delegate

has a draft?

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I have boon drafting for a week and I have not succeeded,

that is.why I want the assistance of the Rapporteur because ho is much more

able than I amto do this.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I think we need a Commission rather than a Rapportour.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we ought to give him a good dinner after this.

MR. AIAMILLA(Cuba) : Perhaps we should all offer him flowers, as we did

to the lady the other day.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): Is the point of the Delegate of Cuba that this

wording restricts the negotiations rising out of the complain ttothe

two members? I do not agree that that is necessarily the case under this

wording, but if so is his point that it should read something like this:

"by any Member orMembers"? Is that the extent of it?

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): Yes, and I suggest that the reeommendations should

go not only to those two but to other Members.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): If that is the whole point I do not think that the

amendment is extremely difficult to make. I am just afraid that that is

not the whole point, and that the Delegate is not stating it so that I

understand him. It seems to me that in the English phrase" any other

Member" might be understood three others.

MR.ALAMILLA (Cuba): You have to read what is said at the and - it only
gives to the complaining Member the right to suspend a specific obligation

under the Charter. If you will consider also the case of a third or

moreMemberyou haveto rearaft the whole thing, so that the recommend-

nations should go not only to the complaining Member but also to the other

26,
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Members who may come into the Problem.

MR.SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Might I ask the Delegate of Cuba whether,

in the case he has in mind, it is not probable that other Members would

alse themselves be sufficiently interested to make a complaint, so that
when we say "the complaining member " we in fact mean "the complaining

members'.

MR. MCKINNON (Canada): That is what I meant - a group.

THE CHAIRMAN: If I understand the Delegte of Cuba rightly, it is this;

he has a serious complaint and other members of the Organisation may say

that this complaint is justified. He wants not only himself but the

other countries concerned, whe are important clients of the other country,

to take action. Is that it?

MR. ALAMILLA (cuba): It is possible that a third party would also be interested

in the matter but it might come to the point where he will not agree about

it bccause it does not affect his markets. That is why I would like,

even in the case where the third party is not concerned or interested,

the Organisation to be able to makd recommendation to him and not only

to the complainingMember.
THE CHAIRMAN: If the Committee is agreeable we will have the translation

latar. The position now is that our hard-worked Rapporteur, and our even

more hard-worked Mr. Hawkins, have to leave at aquarter to one and I should

like to leave them a good week-and to prepare all the drafts. I suggest

then that we ail think this over; the Rapperteur will see whether he can

fit in an amendment, and we can discuss it when we have the draft boforc us.

I would like to make only one remark for myown part: are the provisions

relating to State trading operations clear enoughin this draft of Article
30?
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If this is agreeable, we can fix our next meeting for Tuesday next

at 2.30 or 3 o'clock. The Rapporteur will then have had time to do certain

urgent work to complete our drafts. If we meet at 2.30 we shall perhaps

have time for tea, but I am afraid we shall have to meet practically every

day next week to finish the whole thing, and perhaps have to meet in the

evening as well.

The Committee rose at 12.26 p.m.


